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woman's rights, end of socialism - Biography of Margaret Thatcher.

In foreign affairs, the Falklands War illuminated her most significant international relationship, with Ronald
Reagan , president of the United States â€” Clemens Twain Biography Hannibal". She was known for a time
as "Thatcher, the milk snatcher". In Margaret was appointed to the position of Education Secretary. On
November 28, Thatcher resigned from office under pressure from the conservatives that her policies on taxes
were going to hurt them in the coming elections. Starting off as a local reporter, Piers has journeyed through
multiple journalistic media outlets, finally landing a spot in the big leagues of television. She and her husband
welcomed twins Carol and Mark the next year. Everyone wanted to know about her, what she stood for, what
she wore, how she did her hair; Related Documents Essay Biography Of Samuel L. It was her great drive and
determination that influenced the woman of her time to make something of themselves. England was in a time
of economic and political turmoil, with the government nearly bankrupt, employment on the rise and conflicts
with labor unions. Strengthened by her ideas, she had a vision for the United Kingdom, one that put it back on
recovery and destroyed the socialist state established by the Post-War consensus. Resignation Returning for a
third term in , Thatcher sought to implement a standard educational curriculum across the nation and make
changes to the country's socialized medical system. The fact that she had been born during the Cold War made
a great push and raised with a strong wish to improve life of everyone for the better. However, she lost a lot of
support due to her efforts to implement a fixed rate local taxâ€”labeled a poll tax by many since she sought to
disenfranchise those who did not pay it. She ran for the parliamentary seat in Dartford twice, losing both
times. When the Labour Party assumed control of the government, she became a member of what is called the
Shadow Cabinet, a group of political leaders who would hold Cabinet-level posts if their party was in power.
The two shared similar right-wing, pro-corporate political philosophies. Margaret Thatcher biography - prime
minister of United Kingdom. In this research paper I will analyse various roles in the family and the
relationships of the characters in Billy Elliot during era of Thatcherism. The result was a dramatic increase in
unemployment, from 1. She was best known for her destruction of Britain's traditional industries through her
attacks on labor organizations such as the miner's union, and for the massive privatization of social housing
and public transport. She didn't want to cut anything that had to do with the students missing out of education.
While attending Oxford, Margaret became interested in politics. In fragile health, Thatcher gave a eulogy at
his funeral via video link, praising Reagan as a man who "sought to mend America's wounded spirit, to restore
the strength of the free world, and to free the slaves of communism. Visit Website Early Foray into Politics
Two years after graduating from college, Thatcher made her first bid for public office. Additionally, in July ,
Thatcher's office in the House of Lords was permanently closed. At first, things did not go well, but after a
few years the economy began to improve. Conservative Leadership As prime minister, Thatcher battled the
country's recession by initially raising interest rates to control inflation. In general, this helped as prices were
reduced over time. Thatcher entered office promising to curb the power of the unions, which had shown their
ability to bring the country to a standstill during six weeks of strikes in the winter of â€” She was survived by
her two children, daughter Carol and son Sir Mark. That same year, she signed an agreement with the Chinese
government regarding the future of Hong Kong. In a plot by the Irish Republic Army, she was meant to be
killed by a bomb planted at the Conservative Conference in Brighton in October. President Ronald Reagan , a
fellow conservative. Margaret Thatcher died on April 8, , at the age of  Her father was a local businessman and
store owner.


